
Turku, Finland on March 1, 2016

Salla Luhtasela and Wesley Walters win 
the FDS Award with their Perch Stool

The winning design of the FDS Award, organized by the online store Finnish Design Shop, is the Perch Stool by Salla 
Luhtasela and Wesley Walters. The first prize is worth 7000 euros.

The designers, currently finishing their studies in Aalto University, submitted three designs – each a potential winner.  
The Perch Stool was the most suitable one for online sales.

”We are delighted to be able to help these exceptionally talented designers on their career and hope the prize will lead 
to the production of the designs,’ says the CEO of Finnish Design Shop and jury member Teemu Kiiski. ”The competition 
received 557 designs – we were pleasantly surprised by the amount of submissions, since the competition was organized 
for the first time.”

The second-place winner is the V Sawhorse by Spanish Stefano Ciurlo Walker and Aurora Armental Ruiz (ESTAR), and the 
third-place winner the Wood Dish Rack by Mika and Julie Tolvanen (Studio Tolvanen).

The winning designs feature an insightful structure that makes the product light and space saving, which is essential 
for products sold in online stores. What’s more, the structural choices do not affect the products’ aesthetic or functional 
qualities, but form a natural part of the design.

Every winning design is made of wood, which reflects the great number of wood-based designs, submitted in the 
competition.

“We were not looking for products made from a certain material, but it is clear that wood has a great appeal in today’s 
design – a delightful thought for Finns. What’s more, wood has a low initial cost when it comes to production, which 
lowers the threshold to start manufacturing the designs.”



Winners:
1st Prize, 7000 euros 
Perch Stool – Salla Luhtasela and Wesley Walters

The Perch Stool combines an unstated and well-balanced beauty with subtly 
crafted functional details. In addition to its aesthetic and utilitarian values, 
Perch Stool meets the criteria of being ecommerce-friendly: with its detach-
able legs the stool packs flat and is extremely space-saving when shipped. 
Perch is, most of all, a sustainable product – it is made from the offcuts of 
massive wood production and features a highly economical use of materials.

The winners were selected by the jury composed of: Torbjørn Anderssen (Anderssen & Voll), Teemu Kiiski (Finnish 
Design Shop), Joanna Laajisto (Joanna Laajisto Creative Studio), Teemu Suviala (Collins:) and Espen Voll (Anderssen & 
Voll). Jury member Ilkka Suppanen did not take part in the final decision of the awarded works. FDS Award is a design 
competition, which is open to everyone. The brief is to design a home product, ideal to be sold in an online store.  
With the competition Finnish Design Shop seeks to commercialize new ideas and pave their way to store shelves.

More information: CEO Teemu Kiiski, tel. +358 50 593 4973, teemu.kiiski@finnishdesignshop.com
Picture requests: Fanni Vapola, fanni.vapola@finnishdesignshop.com

3rd Prize, 1000 euros
Wood Dish Rack – Mika and Julie Tolvanen (Studio Tolvanen)

The Wood Dish Rack is a fresh reinterpretation of traditional Finnish 
dish racks: it combines modern design with traditional craftsmanship 
featuring bent wood hoops. The smart structure also enables space-saving 
packaging. The Wood Dish Rack transforms an everyday object into a 
beautiful artefact – it does not hide plates inside a cabinet but sets them, 
and itself, on display.

2nd Prize, 2000 euros
V Sawhorse – Stefano Ciurlo Walker and Aurora Armental Ruiz (ESTAR)

The V Sawhorse can be assembled and unassembled without tools, and 
no glue, nails or screws are needed to achieve sturdiness. The secret lies 
in the genius use of 3D CNC technology in order to execute the geometric 
complexity of the joints with precision. Due to its unique and innovative 
design – and unlike other trestles in the market – The V Sawhorse can be 
packed and shipped in a very small package.


